Abstract-Term extraction is one of the layers in the ontology development process which has the task to extract all the terms contained in the input document automatically. The purpose of this process is to generate list of terms that are relevant to the domain of the input document. In the literature there are many approaches, techniques and algorithms used for term extraction. In this paper we propose a new approach using particle swarm optimization techniques in order to improve the accuracy of term extraction results. We choose five features to represent the term score. The approach has been applied to the domain of religious document. We compare our term extraction method precision with TFIDF, Weirdness, GlossaryExtraction and TermExtractor. The experimental results show that our propose approach achieve better precision than those four algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
ecently many experiments have been conducted for term extraction task. Literatures provide many examples of term extraction methods. Most of these are based on linguistic method, terminology and NLP method, and the others based on statistical/information retrieval method [1] .
In linguistic method, most of existing approaches use shallow text processing techniques such as tokenizer, part-of-speech (POS) tagger and syntactic analyzer (parser). Text-to-Onto is one of the systems that use linguistic method that they called SMES (Saarbrucken Message Extraction System) in their system architecture to produce list of terms from the data input [2] . Another system called SVETLAN, use syntactic analyzer Sylex to find list of terms from the input text [3] .
In terminology and NLP method many researchers have invented their new techniques [4] , [5] , [6] . In the work of [4] , they use statistical measurement of frequency occurrence (C-value/ NC-value method), for the automatic extraction of multi-word terms, from English medical corpus. Park et. al [7] , [8] introduced term cohesion which is used to calculate the cohesion of the multi-word terms. The measure is proportional to the co-occurrence frequency and the length of the term. Panel and Lin [5] present a language independent statistical corpus-based term extraction algorithm. In their algorithm, first, they collect bigram frequencies from a corpus and extract twoword candidates. After collecting features for each twoword candidate, they use mutual information (mi) and log likelihood ratio (LLR) to extend them to multi-word terms. All those experiment done both with English and Chinese corpora.
In statistical method, statistical analysis will be performed on data gathered from the input, and this analysis will identifies the term from the data input based on the statistical rank. Most of the statistical methods for term extraction are based on information retrieval method for term indexing [9] , [10] . Another works in this method can be found in the literature, such as the notion of "weirdness" in [11] , domain pertinence in [12] , [13] and domain specificity in [7] , [8] .
Terminology and NLP approach is more emphasize on the internal analysis for the term extraction within the corpus, while in the statistical method is more underline on the comparison of frequencies between domain specific and general corpora (external analysis).
RELATED WORKS
Kea is one of the extraction systems which are using statistical method. It uses TFIDF and first occurrence in the document as its features to determine the weight of each keyphrase. Kea's extraction algorithm has two stages, first is training stage (using Bayesian learning) which has the task to create a model for identifying keyphrases, using training documents. The second one is extraction stage which will choose keyphrases from a test document, using the model that has been made in the previous stage [14] .
Turney [15] treats the problem of keyphrase extraction as supervised learning task. He presented two approaches to the task of learning to extract keyphrases from text. The first approach was to apply the C4.5 and the second one was using genetic algorithm. Turney's program is called Extractor. One form of this extractor is called GenEx, which is use Genitor genetic algorithm to maximize the performance (fitness) on the training process. Genitor is used to tune Extractor, but is no longer needed once the training process is complete.
Glossary Extraction [7] , [8] is a glossary extraction tool that use two features which are domain specificity and term cohesion for calculating the term weight. Glossary Extraction algorithm, has the two important parts which are identification of candidate glossary items and glossary item ranking and selection. After obtaining candidate glossary items, the algorithm will rank them before selecting the final set. In the paper [7] , [8] , they claim that their method can improve the document-relevancy ranking compared with log likelihood ratio and mutual information.
The term extraction algorithm called Kea++ is the improvement of the original keyphrase extraction algorithm Kea. Medelyan and Witten [16] called their new approach as index term extraction, because they combine the advantages of both keyphrase extraction and term assignment into a single scheme. Their preliminary evaluations shows that the Kea++ significantly outperforms compared with Kea extraction algorithm.
Another term extraction systems called Term Extractor [12] , [13] , use three features to compute their term weight. Domain pertinence is used to perform a contrastive analysis between domain of interest documents and other domains documents. Domain consensus is used to measure the distribution of terms in a domain of interest, while the definition of lexical cohesion similar to that already introduced in [7] , [8] .
PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
Particle swarm optimization first introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart [17] , [18] , [19] , as an optimization technique based on the movement and intelligence of the swarm. It inspired by social behavior and dynamics of movement of birds and fish. PSO uses a number of particles that constitute a swarm moving around in the search space to find the best solution. Each particle is treated as a point in the search space which adjusts its flying according to its own flying experience and other particles flying experience.
Initially, the PSO algorithm randomly selects candidate solutions (particles) within the search space. During each iteration of the algorithm, each particle is evaluated by the objective function being optimized, determining the fitness of the solution. A new velocity value for each particle is calculated using the following equation:
The index of the particle is represented by i. So, (t) is the velocity of particle i at time t and (t) is the position of particle i at time t. Parameters w, c1, and c2 are usersupplied coefficients. The values r1 and r2 are random values regenerated for each velocity update. Value (t) is the individual best candidate solution for particle i at time t, and g (t) is the swarm's global best candidate solution at time t. Once the velocity for each particle is calculated, each particle's position is updated by applying the new velocity to the particle's previous position using equation (2) . This process is then repeated until some stopping condition is met. Figure 1 describes the flowchart of PSO algorithm 
TERM EXTRACTION USING PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we propose a new approach of term extraction, which takes into account several kinds of features, including domain relevance, domain consensus, term cohesion, first occurrence and length of noun phrase, to produce a list of terms. Two steps are employed in our propose approach. First, terms are ranked to emphasize the most relevant from domain of input document; second, the score function is trained by the particle swarm optimization to obtain a suitable combination of feature weights.
Methodology
The goal of term extraction is to generate list of terms that better than fitness(gbest)? all particle has been evaluated? update particle velocity using eq. (1) update particle position using eq. (2) stopping criteria satisfied?
all 
Feature Definition
In order to characterize the noun phrases in the documents we have adopted five features. These five features are calculated for each candidate term and used both in training and extraction stage. The features used are: domain relevance, domain consensus, term cohesion, first occurrence and length of noun phrase.
f1: Domain relevance-domain relevance can be given according to the amount of information captured in the target document with respect to contrastive documents. Let D i is the domain of interest (a set of relevant documents) and {D 1 ... D n } is sets of documents in another domain, domain relevance of a term t in class D i is computed as [12] , [13] : (3) where (P (t|Dk)) estimated as: (4) f2: Domain consensus-domain consensus measures the distributed use of a term in a domain D k . Domain consensus is expressed as follows [12] , [13] : (5) where: (6) f3: Term cohesion-term cohesion is used to calculate the cohesion of the multi-word terms. The measure is proportional to the cooccurrence frequency and the length of the term [7] , [8] : (7) f4: First occurrence-the main idea behind this feature is that important terms tend to occur at the beginning of documents. First occurrence is calculated as the number of words that precede its first appearance, divided by the number of words in the document. The resulting feature is a number between 0 and 1 representing the proportion of the documents before the term's first appearance [14] .
f5: Length of noun phrase-candidate length is also a useful feature in extraction as well as in candidate selection, because the majority of terms are one or two words in length. Length of noun phrase score is calculated as its frequency times its length (in words) [20] .
Term Generation
For a term t, a weighted score function, as shown in the following equation, is used to integrate all the feature 
Moreover, the particle swarm optimization is used to obtain an appropriate set of feature weights. We have set the particle swarm optimization variables as follows: number of particles=40, maximum number of iterations=500, c1=2, c2=2 and w= (0.5 + (random/2)). During each iteration of the algorithm, each particle is evaluated using the fitness function as in (9) . By applying particle swarm optimization, a suitable combination of feature weights could be found. (9) where |extracted| is a number of terms extracted by the system and |t i goldstandard| is the number of terms that is a member of the gold standard (reference of correct terms). 
Datasets

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the extraction stage, we evaluate the precision of our propose methods at 4 points: top 25, top 50, top 150 and top 250 terms using the following equation:
We compare the terms extracted by the system with the gold standard that we have prepare before. We compare the precision of our propose method with four other known algorithms. The result show that our propose method based on particle swarm optimization can improve the precision of the extracted terms. Table 2 and Figure 3 show the comparison of the precision between swarm model and the four other algorithms (TFIDF, Weirdness, GlossaryExtraction and TermExtractor). 
CONCLUSION
We have presented a particle swarm optimization technique to improve term extraction precision. We choose five features to represent the term score: domain relevance, domain consensus, term cohesion, first occurrence and length of noun phrase. In the experiments, we use a translation of the meaning of the Quran (focus on verses of prayer) as an input document, both for training and testing phases. We separate the documents between training documents and test documents. Particles swarm optimization is trained using the training documents to determine the appropriate weight of each feature to produce the best score for each term. We conduct tests with the 
